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Who doesn't love a good casserole? Hot and bubbly, topped with melting cheese or golden crumbs,

casseroles are the very definition of comfort food. They're super-simple to prepare...just pop it in the

oven and out comes a hearty dish the whole family will love. 101 Cozy Casseroles is packed with

tried & true recipes that will have a scrumptious dinner on the table in a snap.Your family is sure to

love tasty classics like Eggplant Parmesan, Supreme Pizza Casserole and Famous White Mac &

Cheese. There's even potluck-sized recipes like Hearty Breakfast Casserole, Baked Chicken

Jambalaya and Cabbage Roll Casserole. All are sure to be a hit at your next get-together!And with

each recipe there's a beautiful, full-color photo to get your taste buds tingling. 101 Cozy Casseroles

is sure to become an instant favorite that you'll revisit time and time again. Durable softcover, 112

pages.
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I have several of the other Gooseberry Patch books, and this one was a little disappointing

compared to the others. The casseroles are fast & easy to prepare, but they seemed to all be so

similar. They had few ingredients & basically used cans of cream of mushroom or cream of chicken

soup. Lots of taco seasoning, tomato sauce, rotel,...just slight changes to casseroles we have seen

for years. I have found a few my family liked & will add to our menu.

When I purchased this cookbook I was looking for a little bit more unique casserole ideas. I have



been itching for some amazing home-cooked heart warming meals. Most of the recipes have

ingredients that are store bought and not homemade. I am not impressed at all. These recipes do

not come from the heart.The recipes were also very juvenile a kid could do them. Not worth your

time and money.

Another GooseBerry Patch book. This book has so many bookmarks in it that it is not funny. I need

a page added to keep up with what my bookmarks are for. Every recipe we tried on our last trip (this

was the chosen one this time) was just wonderful. They were a little large and I have a small oven in

travel trailer so I just halfed everything and we still had leftovers, which I froze and brought home so

the next week the menus were planned. Can't get any better than that. I love this book, It is worth

every penny you pay for it and makes a great gift also. I got the one for the kindle so it really didn't

need to be packed, so cool and when I got home I have one of those tacky roosters holding a piece

of corn (for you to place a recipe or a cute saying in the slots of the corn) well guess what the kindle

fit and was angled perfectly to read and make the recipes... Love it. Buy it you will too. Glenna in

Walkertown, NC

All 101 look like they'd be delicious. Many serve 6 or more. A high number use cheese in some

form, however. I really like this collection but wish there was a cheese substitute that tastes like

cheese to use in them!

Just what I was looking for - money well spent. Very pleased. Each recipe has its own page and

tempting photo. A nice variety of recipes is well organized, and easily made from items many of us

have right in our pantries. Great for our busy lives with just a few ingredients each. Many look like

recipes from our childhood, passed down through families from generation to generation.Can't wait

to try all of these!

These is a nice recipe book. The recipes were easy and well written out. I also liked there was a

picture for every recipe. My only tiny complaint is that my book came with the corners bent and this

book was a gift and with the corners bent it kind of looked used. I wish they would have of put it in a

padded envelop instead of just throwing it in a big box with my other stuff I ordered because it

bounced, bad packaing but a great book.

I found some very good recipes that are simple and easy to make. The few I've tried were very



good. Too bad so many recipes are made with cheese. I'm not a big fan of cheese and recipes filled

with cheese are high in calories and cholesterol.

Excellent cookbook and recipes. I used one of the recipes with pork chops and apple pie filling and

stuffing for a Thanksgiving Dinner and had rave reviews by my guests. Thank you Gooseberrry

Patch, I think I gained 5 pounds eating the wonderful meal. Keep up the good work.
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